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Abstract

In this paper we define a birack and a biquandle, generalizing the notion of a rack and a q
This gives rise to natural invariants of virtual knots and braids. Some of the properties of birac
biquandles are explained in this paper. Applications to particular virtual braids and links are g
 2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

The biquandle and birack[11,3] are algebras associatedwith a link diagram that are
invariant (up to isomorphism) under the generalized Reidemeister moves for virtual
and links. The basic idea for the birack was first given in [11]. For historical document
http://www.maths.sussex.ac.uk////Staff/RAF/Maths/. Drinfeld in [6] asked for set theo
solutions to the Yang–Baxter equations and this is what a birack provides. Work rela
this can be found in [7,8,20,21,26]. The definition that we have evolved here appear
the first full treatment of this notion geometrically. Because biracks provide representati
of the virtual braid groups and biquandles provide powerful invariants of virtual knots
links, it is now timely to begin their study. The operations in a biquandle are motiv
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under the moves. A semi-arc of a diagram corresponds to an arc running from a cl
crossing to the next classical crossing ignoring virtual crossings. We will give the ab
definition of the biquandle before a discussion of these knot theoretic issues hoping t
the reader is sufficiently motivated to wade through the consequent algebra. The ope
in a biquandle follow from the labelling of a diagram. In contradistinction to the clas
case the overcrossing arc has two labels, one on each side of the crossing. In a pres
of a biquandlethere is a generator labeling each semi-arc of the diagram. The rela
amongst the generators now follow from the two conditions imposed by each crossi

A diagram of a classical knot or link can be described by the Gauss code, see
However not all Gauss codes can be realised as real knots or links by such a diagram
realization is dependent on the introduction ofvirtual crossings.These are crossings whic
are neither above or below in space but just indicate that the journey of the arc interse
journey of another arc. The labelling on the arc is not altered by this encounter. It turns o
that the birack and biquandle is the correct algebraic generalization of the rack and quan
[9,12,22] in dealing with this generalization of classical links. In Section 5 we give det
definitions of, and motivations for virtual links. Finally we would like to thank the refe
for helpful suggestions.

2. Switches: Definition and examples

Definition 2.1. Let X be a set. Denote byPn(X) the group of permutations of then-fold
Cartesian product,Xn. We will shortenP1(X) to P(X). A switchonX is defined to be an
elementS ∈ P2(X) satisfying the following braid relation inP3(X),

(S × id )(id × S)(S × id ) = (id × S)(S × id )(id × S).

Note that this is a more general notion than that considered in [1] where only× 2
matrices are considered.

Let S1 = S × id andS2 = id × S. Then the relation can now be written

S1S2S1 = S2S1S2.

It follows that a switch onX defines a representation of the braid groupBn into the group
Pn(X) by sending the standard generatorσi to Si = (id )i−1 × S × (id )n−i−1. If in addi-
tion the relationS2 = id holds then we get a representation of the symmetry groupn
objects into the groupPn(X). Odesskii in [23] calls these twisted transpositions. These
the correct switches to use for what Kauffman callsflat virtuals and Turaev calls virtua
strings [27]. That is, virtual knots in which the positive and negative real crossing
indistinguishable.

2.1. Examples of switches

(0) LetS = id × id be the identity.
(1) LetT :X2 → X2 be defined byT (a, b) = (b, a). This switch is called thetwist.
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There is a representation of the virtual braid group using the twistT in an analogous
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fashion to that of any other switchS. As before, the generatorσi corresponding to a rea
crossing is sent toSi = (id )i−1 × S × (id )n−i−1 and the generatorτi corresponding to a
virtual crossing is sent toTi = (id )i−1 × T × (id )n−i−1.

If we now putS12 = S1T1, S13 = T1S2T2T1 andS23 = S2T2 then the fundamental rela
tion becomes

S12S13S23 = S23S13S12.

This may be more familiar to some readers as the Yang–Baxter equation from qu
group theory, albeit using tensor products.

Here we are using the algebraic (left to right) notation for the composition of o
tors. So(AB)(x) = B(A(x)). This is in order to marry with the rule for labelling arcs
Section 6.

The reader may easily check the aboveequation using the fact that bothS andT are
switches and in addition

T 2
i = 1 and T1T2S1 = S2T1T2.

(2) Let (a, b) → ab be a rack action on a setX. ThenS(a, b) = (b, ab) is a switch. This
is called therack switch. For details of racks and quandles see [12,22,9].

(3) Let X = G be a group. ThenS(g,h) = (gh−1g−1, gh2) defines theWadaswitch
on G. This example is due to Wada. The inverse is given byS−1(g,h) = (g2h,h−1g−1h)

as may be easily verified.
(4) Let G be a group with aZ × Z action written(n,m) · g = gλnµm

. ThenS(a, b) =
(bµ, (bλµ)−1aλb) defines theSilver–Williamsswitch [25].

(5) Let X be a module over a commutative ring. The linear isomorphismS :X2 → X2

given by

S(a, b) = (
µb,λa + (1− µλ)b

)
with λ, µ invertible elements of the ring, defines a switch onX. This switch is the abelian
isation of the Silver–Williams switch above and is, with the identity, essentially the
interesting linear ones. Full results in this case can be found in [26]. We call the abo
Alexander switchsince puttingµ = 1 defines the Alexander rack.

(6) We can generalise the above to the non-commutative case. Suppose we haveR
and anR-moduleM on which we would like to define a switch. Suppose the switc
defined by the 2× 2 matrix with entries inR,(

A B

C D

)
.

SoS(a, b) = (Aa+Bb,Ca+Db). Then the Yang–Baxter equations imply the seven eq
tions

A = A2 + BAC, [B,A] = BAD,

[C,D] = CDA, D = D2 + CDB,

[A,C] = DAC, [D,B] = ADB,

[C,B] = ADA − DAD,
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where[X,Y ] denotes the commutatorXY − YX. It is proved in [1] that only the first
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four equations are needed. We also want the matrix to be invertible, and if the s
is to define a birack (see later) thenB,C must both be invertible. The equations hav
solution in quaternions, theBudapestbirack, of the formA = D = 1+ i, B = j , C = −j .
This defines a representation of the virtual braid group anda fortiori the braid group into
the group of invertible matrices with quaternionic entries. This is just one of a fam
solutions discovered by Andrew Bartholemew and Peter Croyden using a computer
The properties of these switches may be found in [1]. In a further paper, [2], it is s
that only 2 generators and one relation are necessary.

(7) Let X = Z
2 and letx+ = max(0, x) andx− = min(0, x). The Dynnikov switch is

defined by(a1, b1, a2, b2) → (a′
1, b

′
1, a

′
2, b

′
2) where

a′
1 = a1 − b+

1 − (
b+

2 + d
)+

, a′
2 = a2 − b−

2 − (
b−

1 − d
)−

,

b′
1 = b2 + d−, b′

2 = b1 − d−

andd = a1 + b−
1 − a2 − b+

2 .
The idea behind this switch would take too much time to explain here but see [

some details.

3. The switch identities

A switch S on a setX defines 2 binary operations onX by the rule

S(a, b) = (
ba, a

b
)
.

The operationsba andab are called thedown, upoperations respectively. The notati
generalizes the exponential notation for racks. In that case the up operation is th
operation and the down operation, whereba = b, is trivial. This notation avoids the nee
for brackets, see [9]. So, for example,ab

c means(ab)c . Another notation for the down an
up operations is the one introduced by Kauffman as

and .

Note that the Kauffman notation keeps all the elements at the same level [17]. For ex

and

.

Given a switch it is not difficult to prove that the Yang–Baxter equations imply the fol
ing identities,

(i) Up Interchanges

abc = acbb
c ;

(ii) Down Interchanges

abc = acbbc
;
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(iii) The Rule of Five

.

and
ay be
a
cba

b = acbca .

These have been called the Wada identities in [5] because of [28], but see also [11]
Since the switchS is a bijection there are two more binary operations called theup-bar

anddown-baroperations. These are defined by

S−1(a, b) = (
bā, ab̄

)
.

Note that the bar operations need not be the inverses to the unbarred operations.
The four operations (up, down, up-bar and down-bar) satisfy

b = bāab̄ = ba�ab = b
a �ab = b

āab̄

for all a, b in X. These identities are called thepartial inverses.

Remark. The notation Kauffman uses for theup-bar anddown-baroperations, is given
by

and .

With this notation the partial inverses identities are written

.

4. Biracks and biquandles

The up, down operations define two endomorphisms ofX, indexed byX called theup,
down mapsaccording to the rulesf a(x) = xa andfa(x) = xa for eacha ∈ X.

Definition 4.2. Consider a switchS onX. We say that the pair(X,S) define astrong birack
if the following two conditions hold.

(i) The up mapf a :X → X is a permutation inP(X) for everya in X and we use the
notationxa−1 = (f a)−1(x) for the inverse permutation and call it theinverse upopera-
tion.

(ii) The down mapfa :X → X is a permutation inP(X) for everya in X and we use
the notationxa−1 = (fa)

−1(x) for the inverse permutation and call it theinverse down
operation.

If f a andfa are only surjective then the pair(X,S) is called aweak birack.

For this paper we will call a strong birack a birack.
Examples of biracks are given by the Twist, Silver–Williams, Alexander, Wada

Budapest switches. The identity and Dynnikov switches do not define biracks as m
easily verified.

Note that in the paper [6,17,18] only the condition thatfa and f a are surjective is
used.
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For a birack we can define the following endomorphisms ofX2:

e
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S+− (a, b) = (
ba

b−1 , ab−1

)
, S−+ (a, b) = (

ba−1
, a

ba−1

)
called thesidewaysoperations.

The following lemma defines an analogous notation for the barred operations.

Lemma 4.3. For a birack the functionsx → xā andx → xā are bijective. The inverses ar
written x → xā−1

andx → xā−1i. In terms of the previous notation they are given by
following formulae

xā−1 = xa
x−1 and xā−1 = x

ax−1 .

Proof. The formulae follow from the partial inverses considered above.�
As examples, the Silver–Williams, Alexander and Budapest biracks give the form

as follows in Table 1.

Lemma 4.4. Let x, b, c be elements of a birackX. Then the following equalities hold:

(i) x(bc)−1 = xc−1b−1cb ;
(ii) x(cb)−1 = xbcc−1b−1;
(iii) x(bc)−1 = xc−1b−1cb ;
(iv) x(cb)

−1 = xbcc−1b−1
.

Proof. We will only prove (i) because the othercases are proved in a similar way. S
for (i) take an elementa in the birack, such thatx = abc. We can do so because we a
working with a birack. In facta = xc−1b−1. Now, applying the down interchange bira
identity toa, b andc we have thatabc = acbbc

. From this and because it is a birack we
thatabc(bc)−1 = acb . In terms ofx this means:

x(bc)−1 = acb = xc−1b−1cb . �
Again by analogy define

�S+− (a, b) = (
b
ab̄−1 , a

b̄−1) = (
b
a

b
a−1

, ab
a−1

)

Table 1

Silver–Williams Alexander Budapest

ab (bλµ)−1aλb λa + (1− λµ)b ja + (1+ i)b

ba bµ µb −jb + (1+ i)a

S+−
(
(aλ)−1bλaµ−1

, aµ−1) (µ−1−λ λ

µ−1 0

) ( j+k −j

j −j+k

)

S
−+

(
(aλµba−1)λ

−1
, aµ

) (µ−λ−1 λ−1

µ 0

) ( j−k −j

j −j−k

)
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ab−1

)
.

Theorem 4.5. Suppose that the switchS on X defines a birack. Then the following cond
tions hold:

(i) T S−+T S+− = S+−T S−+T = id2.
(ii) �S−+S+− = �S+−S−+ = id2.
(iii) The sideways mapsS+− , S−+ ,�S−+ and�S+− are in P2(X).

Proof. Number (i) is a straight forward calculation from which we conclude thatS+− and
S−+ are permutations inP2(X). Number (ii) is also a calculation. Perhaps the best wa

seeing this is to show thatS−+ = T S−+T using the partial inverse identities. Number (
follows from (i) and (ii). �
Definition 4.6. We say that the birack(X,S) is abiquandleif the following identities hold:

aa−1 = a
aa−1 and aa−1 = aa

a−1

for every a in X. The Alexander, Silver–Williams, Wada and Budapest biracks ar
biquandles. A rack birack is a biquandle if and only if the rack involved is a q
dle.

Theorem 4.7. For birackX the following statements are all equivalent:

(i) X is a biquandle.
(ii) Given an elementa in X, then there exists a(unique) x in X such thatx = ax and

a = xa and there exists a(unique) y in X such thaty = ay anda = ya .
(iii) The four sideways operationsS±∓ and�S±∓ all leave the diagonal ofX2 invariant.

Proof. Clearly by takingx = aa−1
and by takingy = aa−1 statements (i) and (ii) are equi

alent. Now consider statement (iii). Let∆ denote the diagonal inX2. SupposeX is a
biquandle. ThenS−+ (a, a) = (aa−1

, a
aa−1 ) = (aa−1

, aa−1
) and soS−+ (∆) ⊂ ∆. On the other

handS−+(xx−1, xx−1) = (x, x) for anyx in X and soS−+ (∆) = ∆. Conversely if this equa
tion holds then so does the first biquandle identity. The second biquandle identity fo
by consideration ofS+− . But if any one of these operations leave the diagonals inva
then so do the other three operations by Theorem 4.5(i) and (ii).�
Definition 4.8. We say that the (weak) birack(X,S) is aweak biquandleif given an ele-
menta in X, then there existsx in X such thatx = ax anda = xa and there existsy in X

such thaty = ay anda = ya .

Note that a biquandle becomes weak ifx, y above are not unique. This brings us to
following question. Are weak biquandles the same as biquandles?
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The following question can also be asked. Does there exist a birack such thatxx−1 =

rams.
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xx−1 for all x in X butaa−1 �= aa

a−1 for somea in X or conversely?
The definition given in [17,18] of a biquandle is that of a weak biquandle.

5. Virtual braids and knots

Recall that classical knot theory can be described in terms of knot and link diag
A diagram is a 4-regular plane graph (with extra structure at its nodes representin
crossings in the link) represented on a plane and implicitly on a two-dimensional spheS2.
One says that two such diagrams areequivalentif there is a sequence of moves of the typ
indicated in part (A) of Fig. 1. (The Reidemeister Moves) taking one diagram to the
These moves are performed locally on the 4-regular plane graph (with extra structur
constitutes the link diagram.

Virtual knot theory is an extension of classical knot theory, see [16]. In this exte
one adds avirtual crossing(see Fig. 1) that is neither an over-crossing nor an un
crossing. We shall refer to the usual diagrammatic crossings, that is those without c
asreal crossings to distinguish them from the virtual crossings. A virtual crossing is r

Fig. 1. Generalized Reidemeister moves for virtual knots.
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Fig. 2. Schema for the detour move.

sented by two crossing arcs with a small circle placed around the crossing point. The a
of the graph joining classical crossings are called thesemi-arcsof the diagram.

In addition to their application as a geometric realization of the combinatorics
Gauss code, virtual links have physical, topological and homological applications. I
ticular, virtual links may be taken to represent a particle in space and time which disappe
and reappears. A virtual link may be represented, up to stabilisation, by a link diagr
a surface [15,17,4]. Finally an element of the second homology of a rack space can
resented by a labelled virtual link, see [11]. Since the rack spaces form classifying spa
for classical links the study of virtual links may give information about classical knots
links.

The allowed moves on virtual diagrams are a generalization of the Reidemeister mov
for classical knot and link diagrams. We show the classical Reidemeister moves as p
of Fig. 1. These classical moves are part of virtual equivalence where no changes ar
to the virtual crossings. Taken by themselves, the virtual crossings behave as diagra
permutations. Specifically, we have the flat Reidemeister moves (B) for virtual cros
as shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1 we also illustrate a basic move (C) that interrelates re
virtual crossings. In this move an arc going through a consecutive sequence of two
crossings can be moved across a single real crossing. In fact, it is consequence of mo
and (C) for virtual crossings that an arc going through any consecutive sequence of
crossings can be moved anywhere in the diagram keeping the endpoints fixed and
the places where the moved arc now crosses the diagram as new virtual crossings. This
is shown schematically in Fig. 2. We call the move in Fig. 2 thedetour, and note tha
the detour move is equivalent to having all the moves of type (B) and (C) of Fig. 1.
extended move set (Reidemeister moves plus the detour move or the equivalent mo
and (C)) constitutes the move set for virtual knots and links.

There is a useful topological interpretation for this virtual theory in terms of em
dings of links in thickened surfaces. See [13,15,17,4]. Regard each virtual crossing a
shorthand for a detour of one of the arcs in the crossing through a 1-handle that ha
attached to the 2-sphere of the original diagram. The two choices for the 1-handle
are homeomorphic to each other (as abstract surfaces with boundary a circle) since th
is no a priori difference between the meridian and the longitude of a torus. By interp
each virtual crossing in this way, we obtain an embedding of a collection of circles into
thickened surfaceSg × R whereg is the number of virtual crossings in the original d
gramL,Sg is a compact oriented surface of genusg andR denotes the real line. Thus
each virtual diagramL we obtain an embedded disjoint union of circles inSg(L) ×R where
g(L) is the number of virtual crossings ofL. We say that two such surface embeddings
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stably equivalentif one can be obtained from another by isotopy in the thickened surfaces,
. Then

ent
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the re-
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r

homeomorphisms of the surfaces and the addition or subtraction of empty handles
we have the

Theorem 5.9. Two virtual link diagrams are equivalent if and only if their correspond
surface embeddings are stably equivalent,[13,15,17,4].

The surface embedding interpretation of virtuals is useful since it converts their e
alence to a topological question. The diagrammatic version of virtuals embodies the
lization in the detour moves. We shall rely on the diagrammatic approach here.

A virtual braid is defined similarly. The group of virtual braids onn strings is denoted
by VBn. Given a birack structure onX we can use Kamada’s presentation of the virt
braid group,VBn, to get a representation ofVBn to Pn(X) as follows.

Let generators ofVBn be σ1, σ2, . . . , σn−1 whereσi corresponds to the positive re
crossing of theith and(i + 1)th string andτ1, τ2, . . . , τn−1 whereτi corresponds to th
virtual crossing of theith and(i + 1)th string. The following relations hold:

(i) Braid relations

σiσj = σjσi, |i − j | > 1,

σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1.

(ii) Permutation group relations

τ2
i = 1,

τiτj = τj τi , |i − j | > 1,

τiτi+1τi = τi+1τiτi+1.

(iii) Mixed relations

σiτj = τj σi, |i − j | > 1,

σiτi+1τi = τi+1τiσi+1.

See [13,17,14]. At this stage the reader may care to compare these relations with
lations for the braid-permutation group, see [10]. The braid-permutation group is a qu
of the virtual braid group.

Let Si denote the element ofPn(X) given bySi = idi−1 ×S × idn−i−1. Then the funda
mental relation becomesS1S2S1 = S2S1S2. Similarly letTi = idi−1 × T × idn−i−1 where
T is the twist.

Lemma 5.10. Let the switchS define a birack structure onX. Then there is a representatio
ϕ : VBn → Pn(X) given byϕ(σi) = Si , ϕ(τi) = Ti .

Example. Let β be the braid on three strings given byσ2σ1τ2σ
−1
1 σ−1

2 τ1. Then for any rack
S(a, b) = (b, ab) the induced permutation inP3(X) is the identity. But for the Alexande
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birack S(a, b) = (µb,λa + (1 − λµ)b) the induced permutation is(a, b, c) → (a + κ,

ph-
ges

ing, the
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ing
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then
group

if

rules
-
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func-
b − κ, c) whereκ = (λ−1 − µ)(µ − 1)c.

6. Labelling diagrams

Let the edges of a crossing in a diagram bearranged diagonally and called geogra
ically NW, SW, NEandSE. Assume that initially the crossing is oriented and the ed
oriented towards the crossing from left to right i.e. west to east. Theinput edges, oriented
towards the crossing, are in the west and the edges oriented away from the cross
outputedges, are in the east. LetS be a switch onX and leta andb be labellings fromX

of the input edges witha labellingSWandb labellingNW. For a positive crossing,a will
be the label of the undercrossing input andb the label of the overcrossing input. Then w
label the undercrossing outputNE by ab just as in the case of the rack, but the overcross
outputSEis labeledba .

We usually readab as—the undercrossing linea is acted upon by the overcrossing li
b to produce the outputab. In the same way, we can readba as—the overcrossing lineb is
operated on by the undercrossing linea to produce the outputba .

The labels for a negative crossing are similar but with an overline placed on the lette
Thus in the case of the negative crossing, we would writeab̄ andbā , respectively.

For a virtual crossing the labellings carry across the strings.
The following figure shows the labelling for the three kind of crossings:

If we represent a virtual braid by a horizontal diagram oriented from left to right
we can use these labelling rules to describe the representation of the virtual braid
into the group of permutations ofXn wheren is the number of strings. Specifically,
(x1, x2, . . . , xn) is in Xn then label the bottom string on the extreme left withx1, the next
string byx2 and so on. Now move across to the right labelling as you go using the
above. If the resulting labelling on the extreme right is(x ′

1, x
′
2, . . . , x

′
n) then the corre

spondence(x1, x2, . . . , xn) → (x ′
1, x

′
2, . . . , , x

′
n) is the induced permutation. Locally we c

think of the output labels from a crossing as being the action ofS,�S or T :

Note that the labelling is extended by the algebraic, left to right ordering and not the
tional or right to left ordering.
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This permutation is an invariant of the braid and not just of the diagram which represents
–
and III
in one

switch
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e. The
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le
from
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it because of the switch properties, namely (1)S is a bijection and (2)S satisfies the Yang
Baxter equation. These represent particular types of Reidemeister moves of kind II
respectively. That is the particular type where the orientations of the strings are all
direction.

Conjecture A. For a suitable switch(the free switch?) the representation of VBn is faithful.

The reader is reminded that the equivalent statement is true if the switch is a rack
andVBn replaced byBn, see, for example, [9].

If we want the switch to give an invariant of virtual links then we must be prepare
encounter Reidemeister moves in which the string orientations are not all in one dire
In order to extend the labelling in this case the switch must define a birack.

For example, if we are given one of the input edges and one of the output edg
the switch defines a birack, then we can compute the values that should be attac
the two edges remaining. Consider the example below where the crossing is positiv
elementsa andb are known andx andy are to be determined. Thenxb = a can be solved
asx = ab−1 and from this it follows thaty = bx = ba

b−1 . This coincides with our previou
definition forS+− (a, b):

The same can be done for everypossibility of orientation and ordering in each cross
and we get all eight possibilities in the following way:

The above diagrams now explain the notation for indices and suffixes. For exampS+−
means a positive entry (arrow from left to right) at the top and a negative entry (arrow
right to left) at the bottom of a positive crossing. The notation�S+− means the same but fo
a negative crossing. Note that there is no difficulty extending the various labellings o
virtual crossing however oriented.
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We are now ready to define alabelling of the diagram as an attachment of an element
to
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ed so
of the birack to each semi-arc (or more prosaically a function from the set of semi-arcs
the birackX) so that the conditions given above for each crossing are satisfied.

Using the results proved earlier for biracks we can now show that any labelling
diagram by a birack can be extended in a unique way to a labelling of a diagram obtai
one Reidemeister move of type II or III. The extension after a type II move is a conseq
of the bijective properties of theS operators and is illustrated below:

To extend the labelling after a type III move we need Yang–Baxter type equations f
more generalS operators. Eight cases are possible withdifferent orientations and two ar
illustrated below:

Note that any extension of the labelling in Fig. A will follow from the original Yan
Baxter property. To prove the rest algebraically we would need to verify identities su
(id × S−+ )(S−+ × id )(id × S) = (S × id )(id × S−+ )(S−+ × id ). This is possible but we ca
use geometry to avoid the algebraic calculations.

The following diagram shows how the Reidemeister move of type II can be utilis
that the move of type III has orientations all in one direction:
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There now remains to consider the case of moves involving the virtual moves.
braically we replace theS operators by the twistT , labelling a virtual crossing. For th
virtual Reidemeister moves the algebraic analogues areT (a, b) = (b, a), T 2 = id2 and
(id × T )(T × id )(id × T ) = (T × id )(id × T )(T × id ). For the mixed Reidemeister mov
the algebraic analogue is(id × T )(S × id )(id × T ) = (T × id )(id × S)(T × id ). All these
equations are easily verified.

The next theorem sums up the previous discussion.

Theorem 6.11. Let diagramsD1 andD2 of virtual links be equivalent by a series of R
demeister moves of typeII and III and those indicated by B and C in Fig.1 (a regular
homotopy). Then any labelling ofD1 by elements of a birackX defines a unique labellin
of D2 using these moves.

It follows that if labX(D) denotes the set of labellings byX of the virtual diagramD

then the moves above induce a bijection between labX(D1) and labX(D2) providedX is a
birack andD1 andD2 are equivalent under these moves.

In order for a labelling to extend after a Reidemeister move of type I the labellin
will have to be a biquandle. For the Reidemeister move of type I the various cas
illustrated below with labellings which force the labelling set to be a biquandle:

and
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So in all the diagramsa = b if and only if x = y. This is equivalent to the operatorsS+−
andS−+ preserving the diagonal and this isa defining condition for a biquandle.

These results are summed up in the following theorem.

Theorem 6.12. With the notation above let the diagramsD1 andD2 represent the sam
virtual link (so they are related by a series of moves indicated by A, B and C in Fig.1). Let
D1 be labelled by elements of a biquandleX. Then there is a uniquely defined labelli
of D2 induced by the series of these moves. In particularlabX(D1) and labX(D2) are in
bijective correspondence.

A similar theorem can be given for labellings by a weak biquandle. However th
belling defined by a sequence of Reidemeister moves only exists. It may not be uniq

(Note: the labellings by a rack of a classical link can be given a canonical topolo
definition, see [9]. We do not know of such a definition for the labellings of a virtual li

From the above we see that the set of labellings of a virtual link by elements of a bi
dle is an invariant. Of particular interest is the set of labellings by the Alexander biqua
If the semi-arcs are labelled by(2n) generators then the Alexander biquandle conditi
on then vertices define 2n relations giving a square presentation of aZ[λ,λ−1,µ,µ−1]
module. (Here as elsewhere we assume that the diagram has no free floating circ
in the classical case the minors of the presentation matrix define a sequence of determ
nants∆0,∆1, . . . . But contrary to the classical case the top determinant is not neces
zero. We define the zerothAlexander polynomialof a virtual linkL to be∆ = ∆0 (modulo
units), see [1,24]. For a classical link∆ = 0.

We would like to define thefundamental biquandleof a virtual link by proceeding as i
the classical case with the fundamental rack. That is, let the arcs of a representative d
be the set of generators and the crossings as a set of relations in some sort of prese

But that is to suppose that we have a good idea of the notion of afree biquandle.Let us
use this section as a forum for discussion.

Let a be an element of a weak biquandleS. Then there exists anx in S satisfying
the equationx = ax anda = xa . Note that ifS is a (strong) biquandle thex is uniquely
defined byx = aa−1

. In this condition the second equation is a normal relation involv
the elementsx anda, but the first equation is an existence statement aboutx satisfying
the equationx = ax . Consider the simplest instance of this situation. LetBQ= (a|) denote
the “free biquandle” generated by the single elementa. In the usual case of univers
algebras the “free object” on a single generator is constructed by taking all finite alg
expressions involving the formalism of the algebra and the generating element, sub
the natural equivalence relations that ensue for this algebra (this depends on the
which usually are expressed as relations, not as existence statements). But here
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asked to know that there is anx satisfying the equation above. One solution forx is the
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x = aaaa...

since this formally satisfies the equationx = ax . It is not clear to us how to add infinitar
expressions in a controlled way to obtain an adequate definition of a free biquandle

It is unusual that an algebra would have axioms asserting the existence of fixed
with respect to operations involving its own elements. We plan to take up the study o
aspect of biquandles in a separate publication. For now it is worth remarking that a
change in the axiomatic structure allows a definition of the free biquandle. The idea i
Suppose that one has an axiom that states the existence of anx such thatx = a x|(x =
ax) for eacha. Then we change the statement of the axiom by adding a new ope
(unary in this case) to the algebra, call it Fix(a) such that Fix(a) = a Fix(a)

∣∣. Existence
of the fixed point follows from this property of the new operation, and we can des
the free biquandle on a set by taking all finite biquandle expressions in the elements
set, modulo these revised axioms for the biquandle. (There are fixed point stateme
Reidemeister II moves as well.)

If we label the semi-arcs of a diagramD by the generators of a free biquandle a
impose the relations forced by the crossings then we have a presentation of thefundamenta
biquandle, B(L) of the virtual linkL defined byD. The set of labellings ofL by X is then

labX(L) = hom
(
B(L),X

)
.

We do not yet have a canonical definition ofB(L) and in general it is a fairly mysteriou
object, but we hope to return to the associated algebra and considerations of free biq
in a later paper.

Conjecture B. The fundamental biquandleB(L) is a complete invariant of virtual link
up to mirror image.The mirror image of a (virtual) link is obtained from the diagram
interchanging positive and negative real crossings and reversing the orientation of th
In opposition to classical knots and links there is afurther symmetry defined by a reflectio
in a line of the plane. The motive for this conjecture is to mimic the result in the real
and because our calculations so far bare this out.

7. Examples and calculations

(1) Consider thevirtual trefoil as shown in the figure. If we label as indicated then
fundamental biquandle has a presentation with 4 generatorsa, b, c, d and relationsc = ab,
a = dc, b = cd , d = ba .
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We now consider labellings from the Alexander birack. If we eliminatec = ab = µa and
d = ba = λb + (1− λµ)a we arrive at the following equations.

(
µ − λµ2 − 1

)
a + λµb = 0,

(
λ2µ2 − λµ + 1

)
a + (

λ − λ2µ − 1
)
b = 0.

The determinant of these equations is

∆ = (λ − 1)(λµ − 1)(µ − 1).

The fundamental quandle (and hence group) is trivial.
(2) Another virtual link with trivial fundamental rack is the closure of the braid give

the end of Section 5. The resulting three component link is pictured below.

In order to make the equations on the labellings work, we needκ = 0 so

∆ = (λµ − 1)(µ − 1).

One could also argue that the link is non-trivial since the component without virtual c
ings encircles one of the virtual crossings of the other two.

(3) The following virtual knot is interesting in having a trivial Jones-polynomial as w
as a trivial fundamental rack. In this case

∆ = (µ − 1)
(
λ2(µ + 1) − λ(µ + 1)

(
µ−1 + 1

) − µ
)
.
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(4) The Kishino knotsK1,K2 andK3 are illustrated below. All are ways of forming th
connected sum of two unknots.K1 andK2 are mirror images andK3 is amphichaeral. Both
have trivial racks and Jones polynomial. The Alexander polynomial∆ is zero in all three
cases. On the other hand forK1,∆1 is 1+µ−λµ and forK2,∆1 is 1+λ−λµ. Since these
are neither units nor associates in the ring,K1,K2 are non-trivial and non-amphichaer
The Alexander polynomial∆1 of K3 is 1.

Since the Alexander invariants do not show thatK3 is non-trivial new methods are neede
This is done in a forthcoming paper [1] using the Budapest biquandle. This argumen
be paraphrased as follows. The semi-arcs are labelled by quaternion variables and th
ing changes by the Budapest switch. This defines a module which is shown to be non
by considering the ideal generated by codimension 2 Study determinants.

The non-triviality has also been detected by the three string parallel, see [19].
The knotK3 is made up of tangles such as the one illustrated in the tangle figure

now show that this is non-trivial by showing that the output,b, may be different from the
input, a. All labels are quaternions and the Budapest switch is used. An easy calcu
shows that 3(a − b) = 0 so if we consider the quotientZ3[i, j, k] then indeeda need not
equalb.

Tangle figure
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